
2021 MACo Organizational Performance Evaluation

1.) Please select the elected office you represent.
Answered: 107 Skipped: 0

CommissionerCommissionerCommissionerCommissionerCommissioner
(representing(representing(representing(representing(representing
myself )myself )myself )myself )myself )

CommissionerCommissionerCommissionerCommissionerCommissioner
(representing my(representing my(representing my(representing my(representing my
entire board ofentire board ofentire board ofentire board ofentire board of

commissioners)commissioners)commissioners)commissioners)commissioners)

Clerk & RecorderClerk & RecorderClerk & RecorderClerk & RecorderClerk & Recorder

SheriffSheriffSheriffSheriffSheriff

I'd Prefer Not SayI'd Prefer Not SayI'd Prefer Not SayI'd Prefer Not SayI'd Prefer Not Say

36.45% 39

7.48% 8

14.95% 16

8.41% 9

3.74% 4

0.00% 0

14.02% 15

3.74% 4

3.74% 4

0.00% 0

1.87% 2

3.74% 4

1.87% 2

TOTAL 107

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY BELOW.)

1 Clerk of Court/Clerk and Recorder

2 Finance & Budget Director

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Commissioner (representing myself)

Commissioner (representing my entire board of commissioners)

Clerk & Recorder

Treasurer

Attorney

Auditor

Clerk of Court

Superintendent of Schools

Sheriff

Coroner

Justice of the Peace

I'd Prefer Not Say

Other (Please specify below.)

Attorney

Superintendent of Schools

Justice of the Peace

Other

Clerk of Court

Treasurer
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2.) I contacted MACo Staff...
Answered: 107 Skipped: 0

0.93% 1

14.95%
16

26.17%

28

3.74%

10.28%

11
Almost daily...Almost daily...Almost daily...Almost daily...Almost daily...

WeeklyWeeklyWeeklyWeeklyWeekly

MonthlyMonthlyMonthlyMonthlyMonthly

A few times a yearA few times a yearA few times a yearA few times a yearA few times a year

Wait, who is MACo?Wait, who is MACo?Wait, who is MACo?Wait, who is MACo?Wait, who is MACo?

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/A

43.93%

47

4

# COMMENTS? PLEASE PUT THEM BELOW.

1 mostly just McKenzie

2 I always get a response and help as needed. If not able to the right person is found to help me.

3 Always get a return call promtly

4 As a general rule, I am assisted promptly

5 When contacted by previous Clerk, was advised to contact our county attorney

6 Always thankful for the quick response and useable advice

7 Always super helpful

8 It goes in streaks

9 I always receive a prompt response. Thanks!

10 Very responsive and helpful

11 MACO staff used/needed has usually been for personnel issues

12 MACo assisted with an employee issue after COVID-19 administrative leave.

13 Especially during legislature almost daily

14 Staff is always pleasant and willing to help with question and/ or problems

15 I love receiving the updates via email of happenings

16 usually Clerk & Recorder contacts you for us.

17 directed to commr, or dept co commr has directed MACo to talk to

18 I have only been in office 2 months so I am new

19 I selected monthly, but there has been times with CARES Act funds, COVID, etc., we have contacted MACo 
staff almost daily.

20 Rarely

21 weekly during the legislative session

22 I have not contacted MACo this past year.

23 Frequently throughout the legislature, now just rarely.

24 Great interaction. When I need a question answered, I know I will get a fully researched, factual answer 
when I reach out to MACO
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3.) My interactions with MACo staff have been professional and helpful...
Answered: 107 Skipped: 0

# COMMENTS? PLEASE PUT THEM BELOW.

1 McKenzie is always helpful

2 Always above and beyond.

3 most interactions are with Eric, Jason, and Mckenzie

4 See above :)  (Inserted from above: Always thankful for the quick response and useable advice)

5 Those inane emails regarding holidays are unprofessional.

6 I don't have a lot of interaction but appreciate your presence

7 I rarely contact you

8 I have had no contact as of yet

9 The resources are always so valuable!

10 I have been to state conferences they are always helpful.

AlwaysAlwaysAlwaysAlwaysAlways

Most of the timeMost of the timeMost of the timeMost of the timeMost of the time

SometimesSometimesSometimesSometimesSometimes

RarelyRarelyRarelyRarelyRarely

NeverNeverNeverNeverNever

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/A

75.70%
(81)

13.08%
(14)

2.80% (3)

1.87% (2)
0.93% (1)

5.61% (6)
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4.) Individual Services
Answered: 107 Skipped: 0

14.02%
15

50.47%
54

21.50%
23

5.61%
6

0.93%
1

7.48%
8 107

35.51%
38

38.32%
41

14.02%
15

3.74%
4

0.93%
1

7.48%
8 107

6.54%
7

38.32%
41

27.10%
29

5.61%
6

1.87%
2

20.56%
22 107

2.80%
3

23.36%
25

20.56%
22

10.28%
11

1.87%
2

41.12%
44 107

7.48%
8

42.06%
45

28.97%
31

5.61%
6

1.87%
2

14.02%
15 107

4.67%
5

29.91%
32

15.89%
17

6.54%
7

2.80%
3

40.19%
43 107

# COMMENTS FOR "GENERAL GUIDANCE"

1

AMAZING

Very Valuable

Valuable

It's Okay...

Not Valuable

No Opinion

General 
Guidance

Legislative
Services

Website Mobile App
& Directory

MACo
Informational
Emails & 
eNewsletter

New
Cybersecurity 
Program

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

AMAZING VERY
VALUABLE

VALUABLE IT'S
OKAY...

NOT
VALUABLE

NO
OPINION

TOTAL

General Guidance
(on personnel procedures, 
budget, and other general 
government issues to assist 
member counties with day-to-day 
operations of county government)

Legislative Services 
(lobbying, legislative updates, 
legislative impacts, and interim 
committee work conducted by 
MACo staff)

Website

Mobile App & Mobile 
Directory

MACo Informational 
Emails & eNewsletter

New Cybersecurity 
Program

it would be better if McKenzie did the legal opinions and discussions -- very awkward to have someone tell the 
commissioners something and say ask your CA and the CA looks at it and has a very different answer b/c they 
are an attorney

2 My commissioners believe that MACo is their attorney. MACo is an insurance company that should not be giving 
out legal advice.

3 told to speak with our county attorney when have legal questions

4 Extremely valuable!!!

5 appreciate the knowledgeable answers on everything.

6 personnel issues- this is what MACO does best.

7 The information is good. MACo will only talk to a different department if the CO Commr imply that they can. MACo 
will go with co commr regardless the correctness of the response. They will modify so it will match what the commr 
want.

1 / 2

(Comments Continued on Next Page)
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# COMMENTS FOR "LEGISLATIVE SERVICES"

1 Shantil's newsletters/weekly updates are the best part of the legislature

2 Sometimes overwhelming

3 very good a breaking down the bills/updates and explaining them

4 MACO seemed to be absent from a lot of committees this year, even when they said they would be there to testify 
they weren't in the room virtually or remotely. They are also missing a interim sessions even when they are on the 
agenda

5 This is the Montana Association of COUNTY COMMISSIONERS. Every other elected officer belongs to their own 
respective associatios for a reason.

6 You do an AMAZING job with this. You are all very knowledgeable and I learn so much when you give your 
updates.

7 Thank you Shantil and Eric

8 the reports are always very good.

9 It's hard to look at the last legislative session and think any positive thoughts about local govt authority and MACo's 
standing and credibility in the capitol.

# COMMENTS FOR "WEBSITE"

1 very good use it quite a bit especially in preparing for comp board meetings and changes to the personnel and policy 
handbook

2 The website is dated, information is not easily accessible and many items are require a login even when they are 
general in nature.

3 I don't use the website.

# COMMENTS FOR "MOBILE APP & MOBILE DIRECTORY"

1 I don't have anything on my phone

2 like it but miss the book

3 Kinda like the directory booklet though

4 Haven't used it

5 I would like to see the physical directory back.

6 we do miss the printed copies of the directories.

7 I don't use the App.

# COMMENTS FOR "MACO INFORMATIONAL EMAILS/ENEWSLETTER"

1
2 emails are good but I prefered the hard copy of the newsletter this is really good and the white papers are really great

3 Again, your legal advice that is not legal advice is unhelpful.

4 these are always very helpful. The email/newsletter is not directed by the county commr

5 legislative newsletters are great!

# COMMENTS FOR "NEW CYBERSECURITY PROGRAM"

1 we believe this is terrific but we haven't had time to schedule training

2 Had some footdraggers and whiners

3 Haven't heard of it

4 Great. Just getting started

5 Just getting started with it.

6 My staff and I have to do security training for motor vehicle so it is duplicated information

7 Have not yet participated

8 Do not use but it is valuable for counties without IT dept.
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5.) What additional services, trainings, and/or work would you like to see 
us implement? 

 Responses: 26

# RESPONSES

1 Tara was great so hopefully her position can be filled that is an important service

2

3

Doing great and very informative

4

5

Not sure at this time

6 MACo is not legal services for the counties. The county attorney is the legal adviser. Therefore, MACo should direct 
all legal questions posed to them by county first to their county attorney.

7

can always use more financial training especially for the newer Commissioners

8

9

10

11

12 Training for Administrative Assistants that would help them in their profession. This came from my assistant who is 
already the best in the state!

13 would like to be able to use them for legal questions and/or budget issues

14

Newer and younger workforce. Some leadership training in phases would be helpful

15

16

Always HR stuff. Wow! People are crazy!

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

budgets and legislative updates. Some things you can't get enough of. town halls have been great

24

25

Continue the Town Hall Sessions.

26

I would like to see leadership and financial management training. It would be very valuable to have an integrated 
training program that integrated the offerings from the local government institute, the State and MACO that covered 
all the major elements for County employees. I

Budget and HR

You offer great stuff

More budget and financial education

a class that will show fraud, how to find it, how it is done.

I would like MACO to reinstate the directory of montana county officials. Its extremely helpful

think that MACO should put an interim committee together to look at developing a program. We have no where to send 
our employees for fundamentals of supervision, time management, leadership development, financial management.

I would like to have regional trainings again on HR & Budgeting. I think these are very valuable.

Would like to see MACO actually provide trainings that would be useful to not only elected officials but the 
staff we hire who head departments like Human Resources, Roads, etc

Would like to see MACO actually provide trainings that would be useful to not only elected officials but the staff we hire 
who head departments like Human Resources, Roads, etc

For me it would be nice to have a welcome packet that maybe gave me some tips and tricks and contacts for 
people that would be able to help me through this new world of County Office

More Budget training, More training on how to run a board, More training on title 7

What can you do for representing Judges? We never hear from MACO nor do we know who to contact or what services 
they can/should preform for the Judges.

New & Old Elected Official Video Trainings for those who couldn't attend in person at the conferences due to 
COVID-19. Main focus on new commissioners of what they can do and can't do.

I would like to see examples of uses of the Federal ARPA funds - especially from those counties with minimal staff
and budgets.
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6.) MACo provides a number of events. We'd love to know if these 
are beneficial as well as any additional thoughts you may have!

Answered: 107 Skipped: 0

4.67%
5

46.73%
50

17.76%
19

4.67%
5

0.93%
1

25.23%
27 107

12.15%
13

39.25%
42

14.95%
16

4.67%
5

1.87%
2

27.10%
29 107

8.41%
9

53.27%
57

13.08%
14

5.61%
6

0.93%
1

18.69%
20 107

9.35%
10

37.38%
40

14.02%
15

5.61%
6

2.80%
3

30.84%
33 107

9.35%
10

38.32%
41

20.56%
22

8.41%
9

0.93%
1

22.43%
24 107

# COMMENTS FOR "DISTRICT MEETINGS"

1 Learn something new each time

2 I love the instructional events that are provided.

3 This year the Covid programs dominated the discussions, so did not have diverse conversations

4 I would like to attend at some point.

5 Have not heard of or attended

6 I really do not attend these meetings

7 Have not attended in years.

# COMMENTS FOR "ANNUAL CONFERENCE"

1 My commissioners spend a lot of money travelling there, but restrict my travel budget for legal trainings.

AMAZING

Very Valuable

Valuable

It's Okay...

Not Valuable

No Opinion

District
Meetings

Annual
Conference

Elected
Officials
Training

Midwinter
Conference

Virtual
Townhalls

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

AMAZING VERY
VALUABLE

VALUABLE IT'S
OKAY...

NOT
VALUABLE

NO
OPINION

TOTAL

District Meetings

Annual Conference

Elected Officials
Training

Midwinter
Conference

Virtual Townhalls

1 / 2

2 In the past it was great, but the last 2 conference have been committee meetings only. There is no actual training but 
if you want other elected officials to come you need to have traning an topics and not just committee hearings

3 Not only valuable committees and topics but also great connections

(Comments Continued on Next Page)
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4 All except the social events not related to issues.

5 The conference could be better if it was paired with training for staff etc which would get better attendance. This has 
worked very well for the league

6 I attended my first one via zoom this past year.

7 Have not heard of or attended

8 it is normally during Judicial training

9 I have not attend the conference for sometime.

# COMMENTS FOR "ELECTED OFFICIALS TRAINING"

1 Terrific...hope to continue with topics related to ALL elected officials

2 Have not attended one.

3 It needs a LOT more, in depth, instruction.

4 could be more

5 all elected officials should take this

6 More time on budgets is needed.

7 I have not attended

8 Have not heard of or attended

9 Not MACo's fault. 2020 was a weird year for newly elected officials and the trainings

10 I have been an elected official for over 16 years.

11 Would like to see a different format rather than just geared towards commissioners - more of a general view of the 
fit of each office ?

# COMMENTS FOR "MIDWINTER CONFERENCE"

1 When you have actual training, but if its just committee meeting then not really. During legislative those 
one are usually good b/c of the legislative issues.

2 Have not attended one.

3 This seems to be mostly a social event.

4 Have not heard of or attended

5 I really do not attend these meetings

6 I have never attended.

# COMMENTS FOR "VIRTUAL TOWNHALLS"

1 these are terrific for updates and trainings when you don't have time to travel

2 Has been absolutely invaluable during both covid and legislature

3 Haven't used them

4 Really great information on these.

5 I would like to attend

6 Have not heard of or attended

7 Extremely helpful in sharing information.

# MORE COMMENTS FOR "ANNUAL CONFERENCE" (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
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7.) Of our various functions, what do you find most helpful for your county?
(guidance, legislative services, digital services, events, etc.)

Answered: 85 Skipped: 22

# COMMENTS

1 HR and land planning

2

3

4

legal department

5

6

Questions are answered promptly.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

district meetings as it is a smaller group that has many of the same issues and questions.

15

HR

16

Tough to answer....every area is needed some time throughout the year

17

18

19

Guidance on Budget

20

Legal guidance and advise. Personnel issues are a problem with our county.

21

22

23

Human resources support, guidance especially with ARPA and CARES, all events.

answering general questions

State laws

issues awareness

legislative lobbyist

research and assistance

townhalls

Guidance throughout the year is invaluable, as well as legislative services.

Guidance

Legislative

Legal

Events & Training

General Support/Resources

All You Do! No Opinion

42.06% (53)

25.40% (32)

7.14% (9)

11.11% (14)

7.14% (9)

5.56% (7) 1.59% (2)

Legislative Training and Education New elected Official Training

personnel advice. outstanding.

townhalls

Legal guidance with litigation and personnel issues

HR resources

HR Guidance

In person events, i.e. getting to be there in the same room with everyone. Listening, learning, visiting.
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8.) Is there anything that we could be doing more effectively?
Responses: 43

# RESPONSES

1 I think the meetings for legislative updates every other summer should be at least 2 days if there are a lot of 
changes, one day results in too much information too quickly to process and ask good questions

2 I would like to see MACO recruit more commissioners to attend the NACO conference.

3 Doing great!

4 being more nonpartisan so we can accomplish a better across the aisle working environment

5

6

Not provide legal advice to commissioners.

7

no

8

9

Trainings, hit HR, budget, levy there is a ton of topics that would be helpful to county elected officials.

10

Probably but I can't think of anything now.

11

12

13

14

I am pleased with all you do!

15 I understand that COVID has brought about a lot of changes in the way we do business. But, it seems to be very 
difficult to reach MaCO staff.

16

New officer training on line???

17 Have conferences in the middle of the state OR if we have to travel to Missoula or Kalispell then we should have 
a conference in Sidney.

18

19

20

21 An integrated training and development program for County employees and elected officials, especially 
leadership, basics of supervision and financial management/budget management.

22

23

Not that I can think of

24

25

We cannot think of anything.

26

27

28

Regarding the specific issues focus I had in the past 18 months, MACo personnel did a great job. Thanks Jason.

Nope

Can't think of any.

I don't know!

no

Some kind of clarification/training on MACo board member responsibilities and duties. Does the MACo board 
oversee the PCT and other MACo entities?

No comment. Not familiar with all the services

As stated above, examples or help to figure out what small counties can do with the Federal ARPA funds

no

Education. New elected training is fine but it's not until officials are in their job a while do they need the 
"real" training.

Try to represent everyone in county government.

I cannot think of anything at this time.

HR & HELP IN GENERAL

No

(Responses Continued on Next Page)

29
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

As a new Commissioner, it is not clear about gaining involvement with the different committees.43

I do not know what it would be. Eric and Jason and staff are outstanding employees.

I can't think of anything

Welcome package and Information for Contacts and Support.

Communicate with the judges. Explain exactly what MACO can do for the elected judges.

no

You have an amazing staff.

still think convention and mid-winter meetings need to be not geared so much toward commissioners 
and more toward all elected officials

We need to rethink our lobbying approach and policy agenda. We got our butts kicked this last session, and I think 
we have a lot of rebuilding to do with our organizational credibility.

contact individual counties and meet with then once a year

Remember that at your core you are a Commissioners organization and need to quit acquiescing to the other 
associations who do not have to worry about the county budget.

more training for commissioners

Keep up the good work! Also, we like our county attorney. You're getting a good one!!

# MORE RESPONSES (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

Not at this moment30
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9.) Think about the past year.
For example:  Issues you had...

COVID impact s on your department(s)...
Now let us know, how could we help or offer support?

Responses: 46

# RESPONSES

1 HR covid somewhat, we were mostly spared, land use and people moving in have caused issues with our limited 
infrastructure

2 The biggest issues have been the impacts of extra expenses from Covid and the funding received in with reporting 
correctly and allocating correctly with budget resolutions, etc. Segregation of duties seems to be a big thing especially 
in small counties and it seems that Covid impacted these even more. More duties seem to be compiled into offices 
and limited staff causes difficulties and it does not seem to be getting any better.

3 lack of quality technology and trying to help the smaller counties get up to speed.

4 I think between all the town halls and leg process you are doing fine

5 Not provide legal advice to commissioners.

6 Not having an in person Judge on site in our courtroom and an in person Judge to perform weddings 
performed by zoom. The public has complained about both. Not sure if this has anything to do with MACO.

7 Going to conference, then getting back after being gone, I have a ton to catch up on and I don't have time to take a 
test on what I have just went over at conference to get accreditation. That used to be the reason to attend.

8 YOU DID A GREAT JOB COVERING COVID RELATED ISSUES, INCLUDING REPORTING AND CARES ACT

9 the stimulus moneys are and were an interesting thing, some rewarding and some a major pain. Thanks for your 
navigational help.

10 Employee short fall and no applicants.

11

12 Each of the townhalls seems to have helped me/us. Getting through the Fed and State financial assistance has been 
CRAZY, and couldn't manage without y'all

13 not bad

14

15 We only had our doors locked for 2 weeks. We had a drop-off box outside so taxpayers could still pay taxes, file 
deeds, etc. We were short staffed at times, but our offices remained open 8-5.

16 COVID exposures has resulted in the closures of some departments. Guidance on what to do has been scarce, if not 
at all provided.

17 I've only been in this office for 9 months so I don't really have anything to compare to....

18

19 MANDATES!!! seems no one wanted to take charge. From Gov to health board to school board, no one 
could gives correct info

20 because of the benefits can't get anyone to work

21

Have answered all questions I have had

im satisfied

guidance received on covid monies was very thorough. The election was one of the most impacted by covid.

We engaged MACo on some legal challenges. Your response time was quick and counsel was valuable.

22 CARES Act Funding, ARPA Funds, continue to keep counties informed of any changes in regulations regarding its 
use. Upcoming Infrastructure Funding, how do we tap into it when it becomes available?

23 It would be helpful for MACO to offer a forum for commissioners to talk about their county's health department/board 
of health approach to COVID quarantine, isolation, contact tracing, etc. The new statutes offer a whole new 
"learning curve" this year.

(Responses Continued on Next Page)
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A Lot of legal issues, no COVID did not impact my department

Continue to research and advise on state and fed $ and rules. How can we get the most out of the infrastructure bill 
when it arrives???

Like the way that you can answer questions as soon as they come up.

Yes, Covid has impacted my department and it would be nice if we could get some guidance on Covid leave 
again as it is hitting our area fasr and hard.

created more work, we get to do all the financial reports

Our issues are very similar to the other 55 counties during this last 18 months. I feel MACo staff did a tremendous 
job of being available and responding to the needs of Counties.

Judge's need to get back to work in the office. People going to Court want to see the Judge. Staff wants to see the 
Judge. Not all Judge's are still working from home but their are some. Highly unprofessional to appear from home all 
the time

COVID was a complete learning curve for us all. MACo helped the counties stay informed of what each of us was 
doing, whether right or wrong. We were definitely stronger together through one of the worst scenarios in our lifetime. 
MACo and NACo have been instrumental in guiding us through all of the federal funding opportunities that COVID 
created. We would be lost with this.

I received the assistance I asked for. Thank you MaKenzie

COVID has not been a huge negative impact yet we could use help figuring out how to use Federal ARPA funds

See previous posts, MACO did an amazing job during covid by getting people together and providing guidance 
around COVID funds etc. If they could do that all the time and gear some towards staff such as best practice for 
departments and counties it would be great

Affected the schools but not really my office in the courthouse.

Great job on Covid related issues and distribution of funding

It was such a difficult year. I think you handled it very well.

Covid has made life difficult.

# RESPONSES (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

Covid was obviously bad. ARPA is worse

I was the Deputy for 9 months and now Treasurer I am seriously under trained and really could use some guidance .

less paperwork on the reporting , less complicated

The additional workload from CARES and ARPA have been overwhelming to manage as limited staff trying to 
continue to prepare CAFRs, Annual budgets, and other reporting activities. The additional payroll processes related 
to COVID have also been very difficult.

have been very helpful with advice on covid funding

It has been ok we managed through it

District court judges thinking they are gods.We need legislation to reassert Commission authority over all County 
facilities.

We do not let it impact us

24

25

26

27

28

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

30

44

45

46

29
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10.) What does MACo mean to you?
Responses: 72

# RESPONSES

1 it is a CPU that can identify trends and changes that affect counties who might not otherwise realize other counties 
were facing the same issues

2 Our lobbyists on Montana Capitol Hill and Go2 pros on all things--county.

3 A valuable resource that helps me to be able to do my job more effective.

4 Montana association of County Officials

5 Mt Association of Counties enhances the public service mission and providing proactive leadership while 
acknowledging and respecting Montana's diversity

6 Tell my commissioners insurance company advice and not legal advice

7 great organization with good people

8 Montana Association of Counties Organization that represents County governments. Offers education, legal aid.

9 vERY HELPFUL RESOURCE

10 Advocacy on behalf of counties, resource for all- things-county...

11 A great resource of information, training and guidance for all of elected officials.

12 Good friends and generally decent advice. Not that we always agree.

13 A voice individual counties don't have.

14 no opinion

15 Go to information source

16 Continuity

17 Advice, assistance, mentoring, encouragement, fact finding,....can't name it all

18 Helping us with some of our day to day issues

19 representing the county

20 Valuable Assistance

21 I refer to your website and staff for guidance on so many aspects of my job. I would be lost without your help. I 
appreciate all you do.

22 Right now, it's a very expensive source that sometimes provides a return on investment. We had insurance claims 
that have not been settled after 8 months.

23 Comradeship, assistance, people working together for the betterment of the State of Montana via counties.

24 Helps with problems we can't solve on our own. Great networking opportunities.

25 the old saying..... you don't have to know everything if you know who to call for the right answer!!!!!!!!!

26 Valuable Resource

27 MACO is a resource I can rely on for guidance.

28 A dedicated association that is focused on making Montana county governments more effective and efficient 
governing bodies for their citizens.

29 Support

(Responses Continued on Next Page)
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31

32 The ability to network with other counties/people to solve problems and build relationships. We appreciate MACo 
and the fact that they are always for the people and the counties.

33

valuable resource for counties

34

35 MACo's 'back office' resources and support network is invaluable. It provides a package of services that most 
counties can not afford to support on their own.

36

A great resource!

37

support

38 Warm fuzzy feelings including rainbows and unicorns. Also ... Great resource and helpful advisors to better 
do our jobs.

39

Guidance

40

41

A great resource

42

a great information source.

43

44 MACo is a source of knowledge and facts for local governments to lean on. MACo provides a connection 
amongst counties both statewide and nationaly.

45

Assistance, guidance and support

46

County government strength through one cooperative voice.

47

Limited access to resources, generally not geared for larger counties

48

Help, great information comes from MACo

49

Help with county information

50

Legislative and legal help

51

A good resources for information and support as I try to do the best for our county.

52

Interaction with our peers, Legislative work very important

53

Montana Association of County Commissioners

54

It means having another party to go to for quality advice when needed.

55

Good enthusiastic members of the team

56

Security in knowing they are behind us with information and experience to lead us in the right direction

57

A support system.

58

Legal teams that can defend my office in litigation

59

Help

60

I know my Spouse attends MACo as a county Road Department crew member and he has had help with a few 
things but I have not had any interaction as of yet.

61

Very good team to back us up on issues that confront the county

62

Support for all roles within the County functions. He previous years heavily focused on legislative. More 
recently the overall support of the governments as we navigate through the COVID-19 pandemic.

30 as an adviser , helper to follow code and laws.

Good source for information.

Information source, Legal source

Very important. Its so helpful with almost any issue. We utilize legal team so much for HR issues

MACo is a group of elected officials that help each county from the MCA codes, experience and best practices. 
So many new elected officials each year rely on those that have experience.

# RESPONSES (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
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63

64

65

66

67

Legislative action, sharing of best practices and comaraderie.

68

partnership

69

The legal people are very knowledgeable and great to work with

70

The beacon of light in a world of uncertainty. I am very grateful for your input on difficult subjects when 
questions arise.

71

I have wanted to contact MACo several times regarding personnel issues but have not done so. Perhaps, I will 
use your services more in the future.

72

support

MACo is a great support system for all local governments!

Support

LOVE MACo MOST OF THE TIME!

Fantastic source for research and resources

# RESPONSES (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
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11.) What questions should we ask on next year's survey?
Responses: 11

# RESPONSES

1 How well are staff at answering phone calls?

2 ask how many events people attended and if they have not ask what stops them fro attending.

3 none

4

5

6

7

8

Is your head still above water?

9

10

11

Maybe more program specific ?

Be specific. You can skew the results to fit your wishes by using generalized questions.

Surprise me!

This survey was fine

How can MACo serve all counties...not a conservative organization...keep working hard to stay balanced.

Ask about legal guidance

How do we get more commissioners involved in the legislative process?
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12.) Last Chance! Please put any final comments/suggestions below.
Responses: 24

# RESPONSES

1 Keep going; Maco can always do better!

2

3

Keep up the good work.

4

Thanks for what you do!

5

THANK YOU!!!

6

Keep up the good work

7

You are doing a great job! Thank you

8

MaCo's leader is amazing, the staff, however is not so much.

9

I've just started working in County government and I'm finding that everyone is very willing and eager to help.

10

11

GREAT JOB MACO STAFF

12

13

14

Thank You for ALL you do for us! We do appreciate the MACo team.

15

all good

16

17

Thank you!!

18

19

You all do a great job.

20

21

22

Help when we need it

23

MACo is great, every Elected Official should use the services.

Thanks for a job well done

Thank you

Again, just that I am new and I don't even know if I am a member of this MACo or not. I kind of inherited a mess and 
I'm just trying to work it out

look forward to the annual conferences

Thank you for support and guidance! This year has been challenging. Your assistance and support helped us navigate 
through a pandemic and legislative session-amazing work:-)

Please start making the Directory of County Officials

Thank you for all you do. I sincerely appreciate everything you offer me as a commissioner

I have a question - our HR person has told us that we need to prepare claims for all of the jurors for them to be paid. 
No other clerks of court have to do this. Could you please provide advice on this topic?

24

MACo may help commissioners and county attorney, but what about the judges?




